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Welcome
At the time of writing the 2012 domestic 
season for British baseball is in its f inal 
week, with the championship deciders 
set to take place over the August bank 
holiday weekend.

The international side will extend 
the season to the end of September. 
The European Championship A-Pool, 
which Great Britain won back through 
to courtesy of a qualifying pool win in 
Israel last summer, will keep British 
baseball followers busy through early 
September. Following on from that, 
the country’s inaugural appearance in 
World Baseball Classic competition is 
slated for an extended weekend in late 
September. Great Britain will be among 
16 countries participating in the newly 
introduced qualifying rounds. Only the 
winner of each of the four-team pools 
will advance. Great Britain’s progress in 
both competitions can be followed at the 
website below:

› www.britishbaseball.org ‹

The final Cobbler of 2012 will provide 
a ref lection on these events in the 
domestic and international scene, but 
this issue offers the perfect opportunity 
to bring readers up to speed with 

Project COBB’s second book – Nine 
Aces and a Joker: Defining seasons of British 
baseball’s standout pitchers.

Nine Aces and a Joker
Nine Aces and a Joker was published in July 
and has been released in both print and 
Kindle formats. The book tells the story 
of British baseball’s history through a 
selection of the foremost pitchers in their 
defining years. The “roster” of pitchers, 
and their corresponding seasons, are 
shown in Cobblestone 1.

Both formats are available for 
purchase via the website of the publisher, 
Fineleaf:

› www.fineleaf.co.uk ‹

Contributors
The book was edited by Joe Gray, Project 
COBB founder and co-ordinator. Joe 
also contributed chapters on four of the 
Aces. Other contributors included the 
following individuals.

◊ Matt Smith – editor and chief writer for 
BaseballGB.co.uk;

◊ Harvey Sahker – author of The Blokes 
of Summer, a British tribute to the 
American classic; 

◊ Josh Chetwynd – TV analyst, radio 
presenter, and writer on British baseball;

◊ Jeff Archer – prominent British baseball 
administrator in the 1970s;

◊ Mark George – BaseballGB.co.uk writer;

◊ Joanne Hulbert – member of the Boston 
SABR chapter.

First review
Thanks to Michael Jones, a prolific 
online commentator on all things 

Cobblestone 1 
Nine Aces and a Joker roster

The Aces
John Reidenbach (1890)

Max “Lefty” Wilson (1937)
Ross Kendrick (1938)
Wally O’Neil (1965)
Alan Asquith (1968)
Cody Cain (1993)

Gavin Marshall (2002)
Brian Essery (2008)
Jason Roberts (2010)

The Joker
Ben McGrath (1977)
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British baseball, the first independent 
review has now been published. The 
full review is available under the “BBF” 
category on the website linked to below:

› www.ukamericansportsfans.com ‹

In case you don’t have time to read 
the full review, though, some choice 
snippets are quoted below.

“[T]he second book around the sport’s 
history here in the UK published by Project 
COBB is another triumph of bringing to 
life an era that, for so many, has been lost 
in the annals of local newspapers and fading 
memories.”

“Contributions and small tales about 
other exciting seasons or one-off pitching 

performances […] supplement the delights 
of reading through such stoic hurlers, and 
the joker at the end of the pack has the reader 
giggling in fits.”

“This is one for the fan at all levels and is on 
a par with some of the recommended reads 
from those who’ve covered, or fictionalised, 
the Great American Pastime.”

Thank you to Michael for taking the 
time to review the book and provide 
such thoughtful comments.

Upcoming dates
Below are some important upcoming 
dates in the Project COBB calendar:

◊ 30 September 2012  Closing date 
for the British Baseball Photography 

Competition, with a public vote on 
shortlisted entries to follow shortly after.

◊ 9 October 2012  Scheduled announcement 
of a new British Baseball Hall of Fame class.

Have your say
If you would like to send any pieces 
through to be included or would like 
to become a regular contributor, please 
email the address below:

› joe@projectcobb.org.uk ‹

Please also get in touch if there are 
any types of news in particular that you 
would like to see featured.

As always, thank you for taking the 
time to read this edition, and hopefully 
you will stop by again next time.


